The authors consider the history of Computer Algebra (CA) development
Introduction
The Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Science (KIAM RAS) was the first and one of greatest centers of computer science in the Soviet Union. M.V. Keldysh founded it in 1953 for solving difficult scientific problems of national importance. From the very beginning, it was the problem of modern physics, from mathematical and computational point of view. Later the Institute obtained the significant results in such scientific areas as space mechanics, physics, mechanics, cybernetics, programming and others. At the Institute, the experts in different areas such as mathematicians, physicists, mechanical engineers and computer scientists worked together, and their contacts with each other became the source of fruitful ideas. Such famous scientists as A.N. Tichonov, K.I. Babenko, I.M. Gelfand, T.M. Eneev, A.A. Liapunov, D.E. Okhotsimsky, A.A. Samarsky, Ya.B. Zeldovich, V.S. Yablonsky, K.A. Semendyaev, O.B. Lupanov, M.R. Shura-Bura, A.N. Miamlin, S.P. Kurdiumov, N.N. Chentsov were among them. Numerous difficult problems required various mathematical methods for their solution. These scientists were using the early computers and they were experiencing the early successes in this new field. These successes, in turn, gave all of them the enthusiasm to generate many interesting ideas.
Soviet programming, different directions of computer science, and modern methods of computations were born in this first period. It is interesting to mention that our Institute was among the first users of new computers. We received Soviet-made computers ‗M-20' with serial number 1 and ‗BESM-6' with serial number 2. We also had the opportunity to use some others Soviet computers such as ‗STRELA', ‗BESM-3' and ‗BESM-4', and various computers from the ‗ES' series. When programming as a new kind of activity had appeared, it required new people. A number of professional programmers worked in the Institute; they created new languages, translators, systems, and packages. Note at that time, that applied scientists, physicists, and mechanical engineers stimulated this process and participated in it together with professional programmers. They also were the authors of software in the 1960s, 1970s, and later.
Applications in Computer Algebra
The idea of symbolic computations arose just after the appearance of computers. It started as a will to make computers able to interact with humans via an ordinary mathematical language and to facilitate the job of physicist or mechanical engineer. Thus, the history of computer algebra (CA) in the Soviet Union and Russia spans a half century. This history is presented in several reviews and conferences papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This list includes some works of authors of this paper devoted to the application of CA and CA systems in mechanics, dynamics of multi-bodies systems, theory of control [9, 15, 17] and to CA investigations at Keldysh Institute [16] . The review [17] contains detailed references to more then 500 original works.
It is interesting to remember the very first attempts to use symbolic, non-digital way of interaction with computer, at the age when most of scientists considered computer as a big and not very convenient calculator only. In their historical review, A.P. Ershov and M.R. Shura-Bura [2] mentioned only the first works of Leningrad's school. We will add the works of some other groups of authors made in Russia as early as the beginning of the 1960s.
In 1956 at the first National Conference devoted to computer science, A.A. Dorodnitcin formulated the task that we can consider as the beginning of symbol manipulation in the Soviet Union [18] . He proposed to build solutions in the form of two asymptotic power series, conjugated by a common numerical solution in the regular area. Thus, analytical approach was combined with numerical one. D.E Okhotsimsky from the Keldysh Institute applied this approach to a space dynamics problem [19] . He also built two asymptotic series conjugated by a common numerical part. Automatic building of asymptotic construction on one of the first Soviet computers, the STRELA, was innovation per se.
A.A. Stogny [20] , the follower of V.M. Glushkov in Kiev, resolved the task formulated by Dorodnitcin. He proposed an algorithm to obtain the polynomial solution for a differential equation. It was probably the first result of the famous Kiev Computer Algebra School. At the same time, Nobel laureate L.V. Kantorovich investigated some types of symbolic notation for computer algebra in the Leningrad's branch of the Steklov Mathematical Institute. His follower, T.N. Petrova, created the program -Polynomial Prorab‖, used later for the tasks of theory of elasticity and other applications [21] . N.N. Yanenko, who started his scientific way at KIAM, investigated Cartan's methods of the analysis of compatibility of systems of differential equations in partial derivations and realized it on the STRELA computer [22] . In Leningrad, at the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy (ITA RAS), V.A. Brumberg and his colleagues developed solutions of some problems in celestial mechanics in series form [23] . Later, they elaborated and expanded this approach. The group of L.V. Kantorovich in Leningrad and V.K. Kabulov in Tashkent elaborated a similar approach to the tasks of the theory of elasticity [24] .
The Keldysh Institute was among the first developers of symbol manipulation and began the first attempts to use them in the area of applied celestial mechanics. Since 1963, M.L. Lidov with his group implemented numerous experiments concerned CA application to satellite dynamics problems. It was impossible to use existing general-purpose CA systems because they were very primitive at that time to solve such complicated problems. He proposed a method to unite both analytical and numerical approaches. For elliptic orbits and perturbations of different sorts, he used the analytical approach to construct the Hamilton perturbing function. Then, he calculated the right-hand parts of the perturbed motion equations in numerical form in every step of the integration. He implemented this calculation, using a Hamilton function derivation. This approach provided a high accuracy method for motion calculation and it allowed the avoidance of labor-consuming analytical calculations. As a result, very sophisticated special algorithms and programs were elaborated and used by M.A. Vashkoviak, A.A. Soloviev, Yu.F. Gordeeva, and other followers of M.L. Lidov. Unfortunately, these investigations did not stimulate the development of CA systems for common usage.
Let us mention some works in the area of fluid and gas dynamics. I.B. Tshenkov and Ya.M. Kajdan resolved several hydrodynamics problems with the aid of a REFALbased CA program. M.Yu. Shashkov and L.N. Platonova applied similar methods using REDUCE. In the area of dynamics of complicated multi-body systems (e.g. robotics, spacecraft), they used CA for deriving the equations of motion, stability investigation, automatic generation of program of numerical analysis, and other applications. They created the PAS and others systems used for deriving equations of motion and for solving some problems of the theory of control. Computer algebra applications to mechanical education were developed by D.Yu. Pogorelov, the follower of V.V. Beletsky.
REFAL and its Use
The very interesting page in Russian cybernetics is the history of REFAL. In 1969, V.F. Tourchin created REFAL -an original computer language based on a new principle of programming. He used associative text processing based on recursive function theory without directly addressing control of the program [25] . From the beginning, computer algebra was among potential areas of REFAL applications. However, the first realization of REFAL was more -scientific‖ then practical because it was isolated and not compatible with -ordinary‖ software such as numerical packages, library support, and memory allocation. Additional efforts of many people required to make REFAL modifications usable in a practical way, in particular for computer algebra applications. S.A. Romanenko and A.V. Klimov from the group of V.S. Shtarkman created high-effective compiler from REFAL [26] .
V. The KIAM united some of the enthusiasts of REFAL and they worked closely with it. V.L. Topunov with his colleagues from Moscow State Pedagogical Institute used REFAL-based CA system in differential geometry. Together with V.P. Shapeev and the other followers of N.N.Yanenko in Novosibirsk, they used the method of H. Cartane and investigated the characteristics of difference schemes. L.V. Provorov at the CAHI (Professor N.E.Zhukovsky Central Aero-Hydrodynamic Institute) and at the Bauman High Technology University, O.M. Gorodeskiy (Grodno) and A.V. Korlyukov created a CA system for numerous application areas in engineering. They could derive the equations of the motion of multi-body systems automatically. Use of REFAL allowed presenting the equations in convenient form near to human presentation. L.F. Belous and I.R. Akselrod (in Kharkov) used REFAL for the integration of several different programming systems and numerical packages into a united system; included in this system is the well known REDUCE package and the domestic computer algebra package called SIRIUS.
At the Keldysh Institute, some leading scientists investigated the possibilities of increasing computational efficiency. They did it by creating specialized blocks/computers, united in the complex system. This was the way to process effectively various tasks, numerical as well as symbolic; indeed, REFAL was appropriate for them [27] . A.N. Miamlin, I.B. Zadyhaylo, and V.K.Smirnov were the leaders of the project [28] . L.K. Eisymont analyzed REFAL efficiency for both software and hardware realization, and in particular from the CA application point of view. V.K. Smirnov with his group simulated the REFAL processor EC-2702 on the EC-2635 computer using microprogramming [29] . This processor was compatible with EC-series of computers and they used it for CA problems as well as for translators. K.I. Babenko, A.V. Zabrodin, and I.B. Zadyhaylo investigated the possibility of designing a highly efficient parallel computer for applied (aerodynamics) problems. Recently A.V. Zabrodin and others developers used this early result to create the Russian MVS-100 and MVS-1000 supercomputers; the MVS-1000 had an efficiency of about 10 power 12 operation per second [30] . The programmers successfully used REFAL-oriented software design techniques for creating supercomputer program environments.
A New Era
At the beginning of the 1980s, CA popularization and systems comparison became important, in particular for mechanical tasks that required computer experiment for their investigation and solution [8, 9, 17] . In 1982, scientists successively used CA for constructing difference schemes in the area of non-regularity. A.A. Samarsky, a leader in Soviet mathematical modeling, evaluated favorably the result of this work. With the aid of A.A. Samarsky, KIAM became one of the main organizers of the First National Conference on Computer Algebra Applications in Mechanics held in Gorky (now Nizhny Novgorod) in 1984 [7] . The participants of the Conference discussed the results of about twenty years of research, as well as plans and perspective directions of the subject. Later, a number of conferences and seminars on CA had taken place in Russia.
G.B. Efimov and M.V. Grosheva began to classify and to generalize the experience of the common work of mathematicians, mechanical engineers, and programmers. There were many reviews of CA systems and CA applications for mechanical problems [6, 9, 14 and 17] . The reviews provided users with tables of CA system features. They also provided a convenient tool for CA system comparison and selection for potential users -experts in applied areas. Such analysis was useful for CA developers as well. First, CA systems were usually specialized and elaborated for concrete task solution. For example, in the area of dynamics of multi-body systems they created many various CA systems, so the classification and comparison of their features became important. Later, well-known modern universal systems such as REDUCE and others appeared and people used them for the realization of algorithms. Currently, computing specialists use CA as a necessary standard tool in large complex programs, often without any special mention. Information about CA systems in mechanics was accumulated during the classification; this work has now become a valuable tool for applications and an important contribution to the history of computing [17] .
Finally, we would mention some results obtained recently. A.D. Bruno and his group obtained new important results [31] . It concerned some algorithms of normalization in Hamilton systems and investigation of Newton polyhedrons. S.Yu. Sadov and V.P. Varin investigated the stability of motion for several problems of celestial mechanics [32] . A.S. Kuleshov [33] generalized the classical work by Chaplygin. Using CA he found some new cases of integrity and the first integrals in explicit form. A.W. Niukkanen and I.B. Tshenkov developed a system of transformations for hypergeometrical series [34] . Some authors used CA to generate the equations of motion of multi-bodies systems, and to simulate the dynamics of these systems. In the situation when it was impossible to use CA directly, some people developed other similar methods. For example, D.Yu. Pogorelov [35] , I.R. Belousov and I.Yu. Balaban [36] developed such methods to simulate multi-bodies systems with a great number of degrees of freedom, such as robots and transport systems.
